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Embedded C compiler is an important tool for embedded software development, 
which translates C program into object code that can be run in embedded system 
directly, thus, any fault in the compiler will affect the embedded software 
development adversely and hence rigorous testing is required to ensure the quality of 
embedded software. However due to the complexity of a compiler, a large set of test 
cases are required to check the conformity of a compiler to its specifications. 
Additionally, embedded compiler compiles test cases (i.e., tested programs) in the 
host machine while object code is run in the target machine, which cost lots of time on 
the download and execution of test cases. To sum up, the effort to validate the test 
cases requires large amount of work and is time consuming, which makes manual 
testing impractical. Therefore, it is valuable to design an automatic testing bench for 
embedded C compilers. 
In this thesis we design an automatic testing bench for embedded C compilers 
against the requirement of a testing project for a commercial embedded compiler. The 
contributions of the bench are three-fold. Firstly, through adopting breadth testing and 
depth testing, a test suite for the functional testing of embedded C compilers is 
designed combining the automatic generation method with manually construction. We 
also utilize a depth-first search on the function call graph to examine if there are 
recursive calls in random invocations. Secondly, in order to verify that the compiler 
implementation conforms to its specifications and avoid incorrect implementation of 
the object code, test cases are executed in the target machine and validated by 
comparing the outputs of the compiler under test with that of a reference compiler. A 
test case is compiled by both the tested compiler and the reference compiler, and then 
run in the same in-circuit emulator (ICE). Both of the outputs are sent back via serial 
ports to the host machine for comparison. Additionally, the testing bench develops a 















reference compiler for comparison. The module can analyze the block-coverage and 
decision-coverage and display the non-covered source code, which provides an 
evaluation metric for the completeness of compiler testing. 
Practical evaluation shows that the proposed test case generation method, the 
execution and testing technology using In-Circuit Emulator and the automatic testing 
framework integrated with coverage analysis module high reference value and test 
efficiency. Various technical indicators have achieved the benchmark for commercial 
use. 
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第一章 绪  论 
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据文献[6]报道，截止 2008 年 C 语言的使用率从 60%上升到了 70%，汇编语言则






















































第一章 绪  论 
3 
量占整个软件开发过程的 50%以上[8, 9, 17, 18]，传统的手工输入测试方法无法满足
这种测试的要求，编译器的测试正在往自动化方向发展[8, 9, 13]。因此，设计一款































































试的进行，嵌入式 C 编译器的动态测试普遍采用仿真模式[20, 31]。仿真模式主要
有在线仿真器 ICE(In Circuit Emulator)和软件仿真器两种[34]，目前嵌入式 C 编译
器测试主要基于软件仿真器[20, 31, 35]。文献[20]利用 PC 端的 MAS 模拟器运行
MAS/C 编译器输出的目标代码，通过与参考调试器的运行结果进行比较验证编
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